Upon completion of our Watt transducer prototype, a manufacturer of various types of transducers visited us with a production prototype of a new Watt transducer they were planning to market in the near future.
After eValuation and test of their transducer using our Watt-Hour Meter Calibration Console, it was discovered that both they and we had"" exactly paralleled each others' development and had essentially identical trans ducers. This resulted in the immedi2te stoppage of our project due strictly to economics, that is, it was much more economical for us to buy their transducer then to try to produce our own since we are not a manufacturing facility.
With the Watt transducer project stopped, we thought of other practi cal projects upon which to apply the experience gained on this one. The one upon which we settled was an application of our Wattmeter to a multi function instrument which could make most or all of the-necessar,y mea~e ments required in routine substation maintenance visits. A meter-relay craftsman needs to measure five and sometimes six quantities on these ' routine visits to remote and/or unmanned substations, RMS Volts, R]S Amps, Watts, VARs, and Phase Angle. Occasionally he needs to set DC voltages on various types of relays or make other DC measurement~ raising need for a sixth quantity to be measured. Until the design of the instrument describ ed here, the craftsman needed to c~with him six separate instruments of limited accuracy to measure these electrical parameters. We felt tbat if we could come up with a single instrument to measure these six para meters accurately, it would supply the cost-effectiveness to justify the cost involved in the design of such an instrument since none was available commercially. This then is ,the background leading to the design of the Digital MUltifunction Power Measuring System, the subject of this thesis. As ~ goes to zero degrees, cos ~ goes to unity giving a pure V * I product. As ~ goes to ninety degrees, cos ¢ goes to zero giving zero Watts or pure reactive power. As ~ goes from ninety degrees to one hundred eighty degrees, cos ~ goes from zero to minus one giving a pure negative V * I product. This repeats from one hundred eighty degrees around to three hundred sixty degrees. The useful range is from minus ninety degrees to plus ninety deerees Ttlhich covers unity power factor through all negative and positive power factors up to and including zero, that is all leading and lagging power factors. Therefore, VARs =V (-I cos (90 -¢) This is how the V_~s portion of the instrument works, and it is com pletely consi~tent with the definition of VARs 1 that is Volt-Amperes Reactive or Reactive Power.
True RMS Conversion
The effective value of a periodic wave form is equal to the value of the direct current which, when flowing through a given resi~tance, delivers the same power to the resistance as the periodic current.
Mathematically, this is defined as follows and called the Root Mean
Square or RMS value of the periodic current.
Erms = E effective =-vV;:J::'e2.elf o These two equations hold for all periodic currents and voltages no matter what their frequency or harmonic content. Unfortunately, the nature of the equations, an integral, a square, and a root, make~ them bard to measure in practive. We also used an Intronics module to make this measurement, and it converts the AC waveform into a DC voltage whioh we filter and measure with the digital panel meter. 
Description of Operation
An input voltage is divided down to 5.66 volts peak-to-peak maximum, scaled up to 20.00 volts peak-to-peak maximum at the input of the RMS con verter. The RMS module converts it to DC of the proper magnitude (7.071
Volts maximum); this DC is then filtered to remove the pulse width modula This all has to coincide with the position of the Function Switch whieh has logical override over the other switches. Figure 10 . phase shifter design equations. The Logic Circuit minimization was done by hand due to the lack of useful computer programs in this area, and the inability of our computer to handle string variables necessary for Quine
123.+
McCluskey minimization techniques. Karnough maps were not used due to the number of variables present in the logic equations.
Following, as labeled, are photographs of the individual circuit boards used in the instrument, and a top view photograph of how they fit inside the instrument case. As mentioned previously, we antiCipate the need for several of these instruments within the BPA sy~tem, and all construction used readily available parts to enable easy reproduction of the instrument on a commercial basis. As in any prototype development 26 there would be some engineering changes prior to production, but we feel we have anticipated most of those necessary to make the transition from prototype to production relatively simple. 
